MULTIMATCH 3
High CRI+ LED work light with exchangeable batteries
Outstanding and powerful rechargeable work light providing up to 3000 lumen for
inspection of large surfaces during polishing, painting and cleaning operations as
well as for colour match.
The work light features the unique ALL DAYLIGHT function, providing you with the
option to choose between 5 different colour temperatures. The 5-step dimmer
function makes it possible to adjust the light into five different levels depending
on the job at hand.
The SCANGRIP POWER SOLUTION provides you
with unlimited availability to light. Easily you can insert
a new fully charged battery and continue the work while
another battery is charging. Or you can simply add the
charger directly to the lamp to get power supply. The
integrated battery backup function prevents you from
being without light at any time.
With the BLUETOOTH lighting control
app you are able to control and adjust both
the light output and the colour temperatures,
along with a range of other useful, wireless
functions improving daily work efficiency.
The SCANGRIP DIFFUSER 03.5750
accessory gives you increased functionality
and new possibilities to adapt your work light
even further to the specific work task. The light
diffuser spreads and softens the light while
avoiding hard shadows. It is easy and safe to
mount the cover on your SCANGRIP lamp.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+
2500-6500 KELVIN
450-4500 lux@0.5m
3000 lm@100% / 2250 lm@75% /
1.5-15h operating time, Backup: 2h@10%/300lm
1.5 charging time @80%
11.1V/4000mAh Li-ion, Backup: 7.4V/1000mAh
100-240 AC operating voltage
IK07

WARM
2500K

COLD
6500K

MULTIMATCH 3
Item no. 03.5653

ALL DAYLIGHT - 5 step

IP67
1.97 kg
incl. SPS BATTERY 4Ah 03.6003 and SPS
CHARGING SYSTEM 35W 03.6006
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1500 lm@50% / 750 lm@25% / 300 lm@10%

